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Overview 

Ramsey County Emergency Management Team 
was interested in identifying and mapping social 
vulnerability indicators to better understand 
where vulnerable populations are located, in 
order to adjust and improve their emergency 
response plan, and aid in their long term goal of 
building trust and relationships within these 
communities. 

To prepare for, respond to, and recover from 
emergencies, these maps spatially represent 
concentrations of people who are at high risk 
during emergencies.  

  

 



 
●  In consultation with Ramsey County and PA 

8081 class: 
○  Population age > 65 years 
○  Population age < 5 years 
○  Limited english proficiency in Asian and 

Pacific Island populations 
 
●  Finally, income was identified as an important 

indicator, so poverty level was linked with two 
of our indicators to create a more 
comprehensive view of vulnerability within the 
community.  

 
 

Social vulnerability refers to a community’s resilience in 
response to external stress. 



Data Collection 
1.  Minnesota boundary in block group level (2017) exported from US Census 

Bureau 
●  Exported Minnesota block group shapefile by selecting Ramsey County code 
1.  English language proficiency: vulnerability categorized as anyone over the 

age of five who reported speaking English less than “very well” 

(Asian and Pacific Households selected because a limitation of the data is that there is no specific 
census data for the Karen population, which is large minority group in Ramsey County) 

1.  Sex by Age: extracted the total population of age of 5 and over 65 
2.  Poverty status in household type 
3.  Minnesota lakes and rivers national hydrology dataset from MN geospatial 

commons 

 



Methods & Analysis 
●  Clip tool 
●  Join csv.table to Ramsey county feature class  
●  Add new fields and run field calculator to assign values from fields 
●  Jenks Natural Breaks( 5 classes) for classification  
●  Add water bodies 

Bivariate choropleth mapping used for layering vulnerabilities  

●  Show two layers by formatting those symbology 
●  Create a bivariate legend for each layout 



Age & English Proficiency  



Bivariate Choropleth with Poverty Level 





Conclusions 
●  Spatial distribution of vulnerable populations: Populations over age 65 years 

are clustered in the north-west suburbs, while Asian and Pacific Island 
households with limited English proficiency are clustered in the urban center 
of St. Paul.  

●  Limited english proficiency and poverty level is better indicator of vulnerability 
than age coupled with poverty, and Ramsey County can improve emergency 
management by focusing on these populations and creating information 
specific to these communities.  



Limitations & Future Research 
●  Due to the timeline of the project it was not possible to map all vulnerabilities, 

and Ramsey County can expand on this work by mapping additional 
vulnerabilities.  
○  Recommended: populations with disabilities and access to transportation as 

factors to map since the data is accessible and literature reviews highlight them as 
important indicators of vulnerability. 

●  As more vulnerabilities are added to the map, it is necessary to create a 
weighted scale in order to classify and identify which combination of 
vulnerabilities have the biggest impact on emergency response and 
community resilience.  


